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The Big Picture: Teaching 21st 
Century Visualization Skills 
We will examine forms of visual 
information encountered by P-12 
students. Workshop participants 
will explore the use of graphics in 
educator preparation curricula 
and identify ways to integrate 
visual imagery and data literacy 
in coursework. We will 
demonstrate how the use of 
visualization prepares educators 
for the new generation of 
“digital” students. 

Division of Education – 
Academic Programs:

-Instructional Technology

-School Counseling

-School Leadership and 

Technology

-Teacher Education

Fast Fact: In 2017, U.S. News & 

World Report ranked NYIT’s 

online programs in Education 

among the top 23 in the United 

States.

The great fun of 
information 
visualization is that 
it gives you answers 
to questions you 
didn’t know you 
had.
Ben Shneiderman, 
NYT

https://tinyurl.com/NYITdata
mailto:Melda.Yildiz@Fulbrightmail.org


http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002463/246371e.pdf

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002463/246371e.pdf

http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0024/002463/246371e.pdf
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Why Visualize?

“The great fun of information visualization is that 
it gives you answers to questions you didn’t 
know you had.” 

Ben Shneiderman, NYT

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/31/technology/31novel.html



Pedagogic reasons to use visualizations
• Permits observation of the unobservable

• Renderings showing 3 dimensions or changes over time make complex processes much 
easier to understand (reduces cognitive load)

• Visualizations allow students to construct their own mental images that stick with them.





Concept Maps 
Concept mappingConcept mapping is a technique for 

visualizingConcept mapping is a technique for visualizing the 
relationships among different concepts. A concept map is a 
diagram showing the relationships among concepts. 

Use Graphic Organizers/ Concepts Maps For:

Organizing Brainstorming

Prewriting Concept mapping

Planning Outlining

Diagramming Webbing

Project development Administrative tasks

Charting

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concept_map
http://bb.wpunj.edu/wiki/Visualization_(graphic)
http://bb.wpunj.edu/wiki/Concepts


Examples of concept maps



Another example. Look familiar?





Examples of Information 
Visualizations

• Pie chart
• Timeline
• Gantt Chart
• Metaphoric, 

e.g. iceberg
• Cartoon
• Org chart 

http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html

http://www.visual-literacy.org/periodic_table/periodic_table.html


CNN.com posted misleading graph 
showing poll results on Schiavo case 
http://mediamatters.org/items/20050322
0005

http://mediamatters.org/items/200503220005
http://mediamatters.org/items/200503220005




Which graphic shows 
Population Growth in 3rd 

Qtr on the EAST?



Simple is usually* better.
The power of visualizations comes from their ability to clarify 
relationships rather than from reproducing exactly the natural 
world. Thus, a design which emphasizes the desired 
relationships or information is likely to be more successful 
than one that makes every effort to be realistic. Students can 
become confused when elements of a diagram closely 
resemble the actual entity they represent in the real world 

(Uttal et al., 2006).

*Over-simplification can 
create misconceptions
*Realism is helpful is some 
cases











1. What do you see illustrated in this diagram?
2. How much of what you see is a function of geoscience 

that you have learned?







How do seasons occur?



Database
“Not Easy to Interpret”





Visualization
“Worth a Thousand Words”







Greenland 
0.8 vs. 
Africa 11.2 







What color is blood 
without oxygen- 
(deoxygenated)?



One student drew a 
picture of a slice of pizza 
explaining grains,
vegetables and dairy, all 
one slice. The others 
questioned, “how about 
a bowl?” “why
only fork?”, and “where 
is chopstick?” 
Why does US 
Department of 
Agriculture
(USDA) introduce the 
models for healthy 
eating habits?



Every teacher, every student 
of history, every citizen 
should read this book. 

Howard Zinn

Lies my teacher told me

JAMES W LOEWEN

•http://www.ier.edu.vn/upload/product
/tai-lieu-tham-khao-dao-tao-giao-vien-l
ich-su-va-day-hoc-lich-su-tai-hoa-ky-14
9754535413.pdf

http://www.ier.edu.vn/upload/product/tai-lieu-tham-khao-dao-tao-giao-vien-lich-su-va-day-hoc-lich-su-tai-hoa-ky-149754535413.pdf
http://www.ier.edu.vn/upload/product/tai-lieu-tham-khao-dao-tao-giao-vien-lich-su-va-day-hoc-lich-su-tai-hoa-ky-149754535413.pdf
http://www.ier.edu.vn/upload/product/tai-lieu-tham-khao-dao-tao-giao-vien-lich-su-va-day-hoc-lich-su-tai-hoa-ky-149754535413.pdf
http://www.ier.edu.vn/upload/product/tai-lieu-tham-khao-dao-tao-giao-vien-lich-su-va-day-hoc-lich-su-tai-hoa-ky-149754535413.pdf
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Rosa Parks 
Interview

http://teacher.scholas
tic.com/ROSA/intervie

w.htm

http://teacher.scholastic.com/ROSA/interview.htm
http://teacher.scholastic.com/ROSA/interview.htm
http://teacher.scholastic.com/ROSA/interview.htm


Yeh- Shen: A Cinderella Story 

From China 



• See the link 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqK7f
OA56bc&search=pepsi%20shakira

• watch and identify and respond
• what they sell?
• a) Pepsi b) God c) Beauty d) Youth e) 

all
• who is their target audience?
• a) you b) hispanic c) global d) young 

people 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqK7fOA56bc&search=pepsi%20shakira
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqK7fOA56bc&search=pepsi%20shakira


What are they selling

1. Youth
2. Beauty
3. Pepsi
4. God
5. All











OK (okay) vs. 0K (zero kilobyte)



This sign might mean

• "OK" in the United States
• "money" in Japan
• "sex" in Mexico
• "homosexual" in Ethiopia
• an obscenity in Brazil
• “Zero” in Southern France 



Vocabulary average of a 14-year-old dropped 
from 

25,000 words in 1950s to only 
10,000 words in 1999.

“Numbers.” Time Magazine 155, no 6 (Feb 14, 2000); 25



What this results tell us?

BLAME somebody or something
• No parent involvement?
• Too much TV/ New media
• No enough reading

Or question the data?
• Who did the research?
• Who sponsored it?
• Who were the participants?







Activity!
Draw a picture of a scientist and describe the image.
• Is your scientist wearing a white coat? Yes No.  Describe.
• Is your scientist inside or outside? Describe the location and 

background.
• Is your scientist wearing an eye glass? Yes No
• What is the gender?
• What ethnicity, background, country your scientist is from?
• What kind of research does this scientists do?
• Describe hair style, outfit, etc. the scientist is  wearing.
• Give a voice, name and adjective to your scientist picture. 



What am I?







It is no longer enough to simply 
read and write. Students must 
also become literate in the 
understanding of visual images. 
Our children must learn how to 
spot a stereotype, isolate a social 
cliché and distinguish facts from 
propaganda, analysis from banter, 
important news from coverage. 

Ernest Boyer



A democratic civilization will 
save itself only if it makes 
the language of the image 
into a stimulus for critical 
reflection, not an invitation 
to hypnosis.  

Umberto Eco (l979) 
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